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We automatically analyse digital content for probabilistic compliance risk using artificial 
intelligence, machine learning and natural language processing on a SaaS platform.
Red Marker is focussed on risk detection in marketing content and enabling active surveillance.

What Red Marker do | AI powered compliance 

Document scanning 
for compliance risk

Website scanning 
for compliance risk

Convert legal checklists 
into Explainable AI (XAI) rules

Our core services include:



13 
rules

built by business users, 
no coding required

in ASIC’s 180 samples across 
13 rules 

163
identified risks

ASIC Results | Overview
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Rules | Risks Detected from ASIC Samples
ID Title Description Risks

1 Include ACL Credit services should include the 
relevant Australian Credit Licence 
(ACL).

54

2 Include Comparison 
Rate

Consumer loan products that 
contain an annual percentage rate 
must contain a comparison rate.

23

3 Include Comparison 
Rate Warning

Consumer loan products that 
contain a comparison rate, must 
include a comparison rate warning.

14

4 Correct Interest Rate 
Format

Interest rates must be either annual 
percentages or comparison rates.

14

5 Annual Rates Consumer loan products with a 
loan repayment figure must contain 
an annual percentage interest rate.

13

6 High Risk Words High risk words and phrases such 
as ‘cheapest’, ‘lowest’, ‘free’ must 
not be used to describe financial 
products.

13

4

ID Title Description Risks

7 Correct ACL Format Include the relevant Australian 
Credit Licence (ACL) in the correct 
format.

11

8 Overstate Benefits Not overstating the benefits 
associated with financial products.

10

9 Guarantee' 
Restricted

The word 'Guarantee' should only 
be used in limited circumstances 
when describing financial products.

5

10 Egregious 
Overstatements

No headline claims with egregious 
overstatements.

5

11 Correct Comparison 
Rate Warning

Consumer loan products which 
contain a comparison rate, must 
also contain a correct comparison 
rate warning.

1

12 Independence 
Words 

Only use terms such as 'impartial', 
'independent', or 'unbiased' in very 
limited circumstances.

-

13 Endorsed by 
Regulator 

Product or service is cannot be 
endorsed or approved by a 
regulator such as ASIC, APRA, ATO 
or ACCC.

-



Product Example 1 | Web - Car Loans 

ID 9: 'Guarantee' Restricted - 'Guarantee' should only 
be used in limited circumstances when describing 
financial products.

Web page and 
images converted 
into machine 
readable text prior 
to risk detection

Web page scraped

Loan Sydney is a well 
reputed financial 
institution that is 
devoted to its 
customers and offer 
guaranteed approval on 
car loan in Sydney.

“

Red Marker applied the rules used in the ASIC data set investigation to public web content

Red Marker: Extraction and Rules

Rules Triggered



Product Example 2 | Web - Home Loans

Web page scraped

Red Marker applied the rules used in the ASIC data set investigation to public web content

ID 3: Include Comparison Rate Warning - Consumer 
loan products that contain a comparison rate, must 
include a comparison rate warning.

Web page and 
images converted 
into machine 
readable text prior 
to risk detection

Red Marker: Extraction and Rules

Rules Triggered

Screenshot date: 1 August 2019



Product Example 3 | Web - Financial Planners

Web page scraped

Red Marker applied the rules used in the ASIC data set investigation to public web content

And it’s well known that 
the best time for shares 
is from November to 
May and the worst time 
is from May to 
November.

“
ID 8: Overstate Benefits - Messages must not 
overstate the benefits associated with financial 
products.

Web page and 
images converted 
into machine 
readable text prior 
to risk detection

Red Marker: Extraction and Rules

Rules Triggered



Product Example 4 | Web - Financial Planners

Web page scraped

Red Marker applied the rules used in the ASIC data set investigation to public web content

ID 12: Independence Words - Messages can only 
use terms such as 'impartial', 'independent', or 
'unbiased' in very limited circumstances.

Web page and 
images converted 
into machine 
readable text prior 
to risk detection

Red Marker: Extraction and Rules

Rules TriggeredShe is licensed 
through Spectrum 
Wealth Advisers, who 
are not aligned to any 
financial institutions.

“



Increase productivity by improving turnaround times and content velocity

Benefits for clients | AI as a business partner & enabler

Reduce risk in content by surveilling more, more regularly, with predictable accuracy

Enable consistency in compliance, marketing and management
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